By analysing the properties of the electron density in the structurally simple perhalogenated ethanes, X 3 C-CY 3 (X, Y = F, Cl), a previously overlooked non-covalent attraction between halogens attached to opposite carbon atoms is found. Quantum chemical calculations extrapolated towards the full solution of the Schrödinger equation reveal the complex nature of the interaction. When at least one of the halogens is a chlorine, the strength of the interaction is comparable to that of hydrogen bonds. Further analysis shows that the bond character is quite different from standard non-covalent halogen bonds and hydrogen bonds; no bond critical points are found between the halogens, and the s-holes of the halogens are not utilised for bonding. Thus, the nature of the intramolecular halogenÁ Á Áhalogen bonding studied here appears to be of an unusually strong van der Waals type.
Introduction
''The concept of the chemical bond is the most valuable concept in chemistry'', summarised Pauling in 1992.
1 Two decades have not diminished the truism of the conclusion. Our understanding and view of bonds have evolved since the early work by Lewis on two atoms sharing electron pairs. 2 Ever more exotic bonding situations are being continuously discovered. Via the realisation that two electrons can be shared by three atoms as in the prototypical H 3 cation 3 and the boranes, 4 up to ten-centre two-electron bonds have been proposed. 5 The opposite of the latter, the two-centre ten-electron bond, that is, the long-sought quintuple bond, was finally tamed in 2005. 6 The family of bonds involving ''simple'' carbon atoms has turned out to be much richer than perhaps initially suspected as well. The recently discussed charge-shift carbon-carbon bond found in propellane 7 is just one of several examples of unorthodox bonding. Despite early theoretical suggestions that standard, four-coordinated carbon could actually prefer planarity, 8, 9 it stubbornly remained near tetrahedral to the very end of the last century;
10 the yet-more-curious planar penta- 11 and hexa-coordinate 12 carbons still await synthetic reality. Recent years have also witnessed the discovery of new types of weaker bonding interactions. Analogous to the classical hydrogen bonds, the importance of halogen bonds in, for example, crystals and biological systems, has been established. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Here, we step back from exotic molecules and analyse the bonds between the two CX 3 fragments in perhalogenated ethanes, C 2 X 6 . Despite their simple appearance, we find a previously overlooked, non-covalent halogenÁ Á Áhalogen interaction of appreciable strength, when one of the halogens involved is chlorine.
Results and discussion
Homolytic CX 3 -CX 3 bond dissociation energies
We begin by examining the homolytic CX 3 -CX 3 bond dissociation energy for the different C 2 X 6 species studied. The reference electronic energies have been computed by extrapolating the ab initio coupled cluster wave-function energies towards completeness (CC-cf), 20 that is, as exact a solution to the Schrödinger equation 21 as possible. The errors of various other ab initio methods that treat the electron correlation problem in a more approximate manner, as well as density functional theory 22 (DFT) methods are assessed, and subsequently used to evaluate the nature of the interaction between the CX 3 fragments. DFT, while in principle simply a reformulation of wavefunction theory and just as exact, suffers from the well-known fact that the form of the true functional is unknown. Thus, approximate functionals of varying degrees of complexity and accuracy are used in real-world applications. Traditional density functionals are known to perform very poorly for the perhalogenated hydrocarbons. 23, 24 For this study, we have chosen three functionals, all of which are based on satisfying known properties of the unknown exact density functional. As they have not been parameterised or tuned towards any specific atomic or molecular systems, they can be expected to treat the different C 2 X 6 species studied here on equal footing. We also employ the random phase approximation (RPA) in a post Kohn-Sham manner. 25 For the wave-function and RPA methods, energies have been computed with the extrapolated aug-cc-pV[T,Z] basis sets, for the DFT methods, the def2-QZVPPD basis set was used; energies have been corrected for basis set superposition error. A detailed description is presented in the Methods section. Table 1 summarises the energies. From Table 1 , it is evident that the C 2 X 6 species represent quite a challenge for theoretical methods. Of the ab initio wavefunction methods, only CCSD(T) provides satisfactory energies. At the CCSD level, the interaction energy is underestimated, especially so for C 2 Cl 6 . At the MP2 level, the energy is severely overestimated; again, C 2 Cl 6 is the most difficult case.
Of the density functionals, the non-empirical, generalised gradient approximation (GGA) functional PBE 27 performs well for ethane, but the halogenated ethanes are described poorly. revTPSS0-D is based on the non-empirical revTPSS functional, which belongs to the meta-generalised gradient approximation (meta-GGA) family. 28 In addition to the density and its gradient, the meta-GGAs also use information extracted from the orbitaldependent kinetic energy density. This added flexibility in the functional form allows for a more complete satisfaction of properties of the elusive true density functional, compared to GGA functionals. In revTPSS0, we have additionally exchanged 25% of the DFT exchange with ''exact'' Hartree-Fock exchange, as per physical reasoning. 29 Further, the meta-GGAs have been augmented by the dispersion energy correction by Grimme, DFT-D. 30 Even at the meta-GGA level, the description of long-range dispersion is inadequate at best. Dispersion is, however, an important part of the interaction between the CX 3 fragments. The DFT-D dispersion contribution to the CX 3 -CX 3 unrelaxed interaction energy increases with heavier halogens, being À6.4, À11.9, À14.4, and À17.7 kJ mol À1 for C 2 H 6 , C 2 F 6 , CF 3 CCl 3 , and C 2 Cl 6 , respectively.
Even with the added ingredients, revTPSS0 is not sufficiently accurate for the halogenated ethanes; while the errors decrease, they are still too large for quantitative predictions and analysis.
The LC-revTPSS-D functional performs well. Instead of a constant portion of HF exchange, we apply a long-range correction (LC), which modifies the exchange-interaction between electrons by gradually replacing the pure DFT exchange functional by a Hartree-Fock (HF) description with increasing inter-electronic distance in order to achieve a physically correct asymptotic behaviour of the exchange potential. 31 The new physics captured by the LC scheme is crucial, as evident by comparing to the still inadequate performance of the revTPSS0-D functional. Even LC-revTPSS-D has limitations, though. Looking at the unrelaxed dissociation energies, where the atomic arrangements of the CX 3 radical fragments are not allowed to relax from their respective structures in the C 2 X 6 molecules, the CCl 3 containing species are seen to be significantly overstabilised at the LC-revTPSS-D level. This overbinding can directly be traced to a poor description of the non-equilibrium structure of the CCl 3 radical: the energy difference between the optimal geometry and that of the C 2 Cl 6 -derived one is overestimated by 14.8 kJ mol
À1
. Long-range dispersion as described by the DFT-D correction is not the only missing ingredient in the DFT description of the interaction; the underbinding is significantly reduced, but not eliminated. This can also be seen from the inadequacy of the wave-function based methods, all of which natively do include dispersion effects. A possible reason for this would be that the intramolecular dispersion interaction in the ethanes is not very long-range, due to the small size of the molecule and the proximity of possibly interacting densities. The random phase approximation (RPA) 25 has been shown to capture medium-range non-covalent interactions very successfully in a purely nonempirical manner. 32 Also here, RPA works quite well, although an underbinding can be noted for all species in Table 1 . Importantly, however, the remaining error in RPA is rather consistent through the series, with the halogenated species treated on equal footing with pristine ethane. This shows that the missing, stabilising interaction between the CX 3 fragments is of complex electron-correlation nature, which is adequately captured only at CCSD(T), LC-revTPSS-D, and RPA levels of theory. We finish the subsection with some technical notes. The good performance of CCSD(T) validates the use of the CC-cf extrapolation scheme; a large change would indicate that even higher orders of the coupled cluster series would be needed for convergence to the FCI limit. 20 [37] [38] [39] [40] For converged interaction energies, basis set superposition error (BSSE), the artificial stabilisation of the molecule compared to its fragments for a given basis set, needs to be accounted for, even with the large basis sets used in this study. For the correlated WF methods, for which the BSSE was estimated at the MP2 level, the largest error is 4.0 kJ mol À1 (C 2 F 6 ). For the DFT methods, the BSSE is always below 0.5 kJ mol À1 . The BSSE is largest for RPA, up to 7.5 kJ mol
(C 2 Cl 6 ). The high basis set demand of RPA, especially for dispersion type interactions, has been noted before. 41 The analysis that follows is based on the unrelaxed BDEs, as these directly measure the interaction between the CX 3 fragments in the C 2 X 6 species, before geometry relaxation effects.
Repulsive halogenÁ Á Áhalogen interaction?
As seen from Table 1 , the (unrelaxed) BDEs consistently decrease upon heavier halogenation, being 481 (C 2 H 6 ), 425 (C 2 F 6 ), 386 (CF 3 CCl 3 ), and 367 (C 2 Cl 6 ) kJ mol À1 . In order to establish if this might be due to a repulsive interaction between the halogens, we study the following isodesmic reaction:
Obviously, in reaction (1), a hypothetical repulsive halogenÁ Á Áhalogen interaction across CX 3 fragments can only occur in C 2 Cl 6 . If there would be a significant repulsion between the chlorines, the reaction is expected to be exothermic. Which it turns out to be the reaction energy is À60.2 kJ mol À1 at CC-cf level. This does not necessarily mean that there is repulsion between the chlorines of C 2 Cl 6 , however; a favourable reaction energy only means that the bonds of the products are, on average, stronger than those of the reactants.
For further insight, we apply the Bickelhaupt-Baerends (BB) energy decomposition analysis 42 to reaction (1). The BB scheme divides the energy into several components; for our purposes, the least controversial ones suffice: (a) the Pauli repulsion energy, and (b) the total steric interaction. For reaction (1), the two energy components, computed at the revTPSS0-D level between the CX 3 fragments, are, using experimental geometries:
DE(steric) 291.9 + 577.3 -2 Â 504.9 = +140.5 kJ mol
À1
The slightly varying C-C bond lengths contribute to the steric interactions between fragments. In order to separate this effect from the rest of the interaction, we have also computed the change in repulsion energies using geometries optimised at the MP2 level, with the C-C bond lengths of all three species constrained to that in CH 3 CCl 3 , 1.5121 Å: As seen, the steric repulsion increases significantly in the reaction, using both sets of geometries. The BB energy decomposition analysis thus indicates the ClÁ Á ÁCl interaction to actually be attractive. The experimental C-C bond lengths support this notion; the distance between the carbons stays quite similar through the C 2 X 6 series, being 1.534, 44 1.545, 45 and 1.564 Å 46 for X = H, F, and Cl, respectively. With a repulsive interaction, the C-C bond could perhaps be expected to elongate significantly more. Therefore, the decrease in BDE in the C 2 X 6 series must arise from another effect. As will be shown later, the culprit is a weakened C-C bond. Before that, let us have a more qualitative look at the nature of non-covalent interactions in the perhalogenated ethanes.
Non-covalent interactions between halogens
Johnson and co-workers recently presented a new method for studying non-covalent interactions (NCIs) in and between molecules. 47, 48 The NCI analysis is based on considering three components of the electron density distribution: the density itself (r), the reduced gradient of the density (s = |rr|/(2 (3p   2   ) 1/3 r 4/3 )), and the Laplacian of the density (r 2 r). The Laplacian is further decomposed into three eigenvalues, via the Hessian, so that r 2 r = l 1 + l 2 + l 3 (l 1 r l 2 r l 3 ). The second component, l 2 , contains the interesting information; when l 2 o 0, the interaction is bonding, when l 2 > 0, the interaction is nonbonding. 47, 48 Combining the information from the above three properties of the electron density, the authors identified three main types of NCIs: attractive, moderately strong (e.g., hydrogen bonds), repulsive, moderately strong (e.g., steric interactions), and weak dispersiontype interactions. The beauty of the approach lies in its ability to pinpoint the interactions in real-space, thus enabling a graphical visualisation of the regions where non-covalent interactions occur.
In this subsection, we apply the NCI method to the C 2 X 6 systems. We begin by noting that the intramolecular halogenÁ Á Áhalogen distances across CX 3 fragments are just below the sum of the van der Waals radii of the atoms 49 (r w (F) = 1.47 Å; r w (Cl) = 1.75 Å), being 2.74 Å, 2.98 Å, and 3.23 Å for C 2 F 6 , C 2 F 3 Cl 3 , and C 2 Cl 6 , respectively; naturally, the distances by themselves cannot be used to infer the nature of any possible bonding between the halogens. Within the staggered conformation of ethane, no noncovalent interactions are found. For hexafluoroethane, C 2 F 6 , there is very weak interaction building up between the fluorines on opposite carbon atoms, not substantial enough to trigger the threshold for plotting the interaction. When three of the fluorines are substituted for chlorine in 1,1,1-trifluoro-2,2,2-trichloroethane, CF 3 CCl 3 , six small regions of weak, dispersion type interactions appear. In hexachloroethane, C 2 Cl 6 , the interaction becomes even more pronounced. Fig. 1 shows the interacting regions as green disks.
The interactions can also be identified in NCI-plots, where the reduced gradient is plotted as a function of the electron density multiplied by the sign of l 2 . Fig. 2 shows these plots for all four C 2 X 6 species studied. The plots provide an alternative view to the real-space plot of Fig. 1 and corroborate the findings. The difference between the species appears in the near-zero density region. For ethane, no peaks pointing downwards at the low reduced gradient at low electron density, the hallmark of NCI interactions, are seen. For C 2 F 6 , small peaks have developed, but as noted above, they are still too weak to be a clear indication of attraction; they are clearly present, however. For CF 3 CCl 3 the peaks are deeper still, and finally, for C 2 Cl 6 , they reach a minimum, a strong indication of interaction. All peaks are also located within the very low electron density region and indicate a dispersion-type interaction.
The six interacting regions correspond to the six XÁ Á ÁX contacts between the halogens attached to opposite carbon atoms of the substituted ethanes. Importantly, they are of dispersion type, that is, attractive. Interestingly, a promolecular NCI analysis, where the electron density is a simple sum of atomic densities, indicates, falsely, that the halogens exert a repulsive steric interaction upon each other. Only when the density is relaxed to the true molecular density is the interaction transformed from being repulsive into being attractive. This is in contrast to all other known cases, where the promolecular-density based interactions have been found to be qualitatively, if not quantitatively, of the same character as those of the relaxed density. 47, 48 We note that the relaxed electron density itself does not require a high-level treatment. Already the Hartree-Fock density, which includes no electron correlation (as conventionally defined in quantum chemistry), contains the interacting regions. Describing the energy contribution of these regions, on the other hand, does require a very sophisticated treatment of electron correlation, as discussed in the previous subsection.
Delocalisation indices and energy component analysis
To further elucidate the character of the halogenÁ Á Áhalogen interaction, we next consider the delocalisation indices (DIs) between atom pairs, 50 and decompose the total molecular energy into one and two-centre, that is, atomic and bonding contributions with a scaled version of the Salvador-Mayer energy component analysis. 51, 52 Table 2 summarises the DIs.
The DIs, which can be considered as bond orders, 50, 53 show an interesting trend. Looking at the central C-C bond, one can see that the bond in methane is of order one, a single bond, as expected. The ''bond'' between closest-contact hydrogens on opposite carbons is non-existent. For C 2 F 6 , the situation changes drastically. The C-C bond order decreases to 0.75. The FÁ Á ÁF non-covalent bond order, while still quite small, is not completely negligible. For CF 3 CCl 3 , the C-C bond order again increases, along with the FÁ Á ÁCl bond order. For C 2 Cl 6 , the trend continues, and the bond order between the chlorines has increased to 0.074, matching those of intramolecular View Article Online hydrogen bonds. 54 Noting that there are six of these weak noncovalent ClÁ Á ÁCl bonds in C 2 Cl 6 , their contribution to the total bond order between the two CCl 3 fragments becomes substantial. In general, the bond order between the six XÁ Á ÁX pairs in the molecules follows the trend of interaction strength revealed in the previous subsection. The bond order of the C-C bond is consistent with the polarity of the C-X bond; the more electronegative the X, the more electron density is shifted from the carbon, decreasing the available amount of valence electrons around the carbons for forming a mutual bond. The energy component analysis, see Table 3 , shows yet another variation of the already established theme. The analysis is performed using the PBE functional, which describes the bond dissociation of ethane well, but, as shown, underestimates the CX 3 -CX 3 interaction of the halogenated ethanes. The interaction between hydrogens and between fluorines in C 2 H 6 and C 2 F 6 , respectively, is small, and at the PBE level slightly repulsive; a large, attractive contribution suddenly manifests itself between the six FÁ Á ÁCl pairs in CF 3 CCl 3 . In C 2 Cl 6 , the magnitude of the attraction increases further. At the same time, the carbon bonds weaken significantly upon substitution with heavier halogens. According to the analysis, this occurs for both the individual C-C bond pairs, as well as for the sum of all interactions between a carbon and the atoms in the opposite fragment (which, arguably, is a more robust measure).
To assess the strength of the interaction, we take the PBE dissociation energies and the scaled Salvador-Mayer component analysis, as a basis for the estimation. Noting that ethane, described well at the PBE level, naturally contains no component of the halogen interaction, the small remaining BDE underestimation of 5.5 kJ mol À1 is taken as a systematic error between the CX 3 fragments of all species, an error, we note, the DFT-D scheme would correct for. Next, we note that a GGA functional like PBE cannot, because of its local nature, describe non-local dispersion interactions at all. Therefore, we first assign the remaining error for the perhalogenated ethanes to be borne purely out of the missing dispersion-type attraction between the halogens, an interaction which the SalvadorMayer component analysis was not designed to decompose in any case. By dividing the missing PBE bonding energy equally between the six XÁ Á ÁX bonds, we get the following halogenÁ Á Áhalogen interaction strengths: E(FÁ Á ÁF) in C 2 F 6 = À0.8 kJ mol
À1
; E(FÁ Á ÁCl) in CF 3 CCl 3 = À20.6 kJ mol
; E(ClÁ Á ÁCl) in C 2 Cl 6 = À25.6 kJ mol
. Another way of dividing the missing, dispersion-type energy between CX 3 fragments would be to not assign all of it to the six XÁ Á ÁX bonds, but rather note that dispersion will occur between all atom pairs across fragments. By distributing the missing BDE according to the relative dispersion interaction strengths as described by the DFT-D correction, the weight of the six XÁ Á ÁX pairs naturally decreases. Following this partitioning, the halogenÁ Á Áhalogen interaction strengths become: E(FÁ Á ÁF) in C 2 F 6 = +0.6 kJ mol À1 ; E(FÁ Á ÁCl) in CF 3 CCl 3 = À18.8 kJ mol À1 ;
E(ClÁ Á ÁCl) in C 2 Cl 6 = À22.2 kJ mol À1 . Table 4 lists our final estimates for the interaction between all atomic pairs across fragments.
The interaction between fluorines is very weak, practically zero, in line with the NCI analysis. Both the FÁ Á ÁCl and ClÁ Á ÁCl interactions appear to be remarkably strong, on par with normal hydrogen bonds, however. Having six of them assist in increasing the CF 3 -CCl 3 and CCl 3 -CCl 3 dissociation energies make for substantial contributions. We should again emphasize that the derivation of the halogen interaction strengths here are, out of necessity, based on a set of assumptions. Although reasonable, the assumptions still render the estimates qualitative rather than quantitative.
The estimated interaction energies within the substituted ethanes can be compared to the best estimate total interaction energies of the dihalogens with bond distances elongated to the corresponding values in the C 2 X 6 species. For F 2 at 2.740 Å, the interaction energy is À1.4 kJ mol À1 , 55 in line with that in C 2 F 6 according to the analysis above. With chlorine, the free dihalogen interaction energies are substantially smaller compared to the perhalogenated ethanes, however. For FCl at 2.979 Å, the interaction energy is EÀ7 kJ mol À1 , 56 and for Cl 2 at 3.234 Å, À15.5 kJ mol Table 4 Energy component analysis of the unrelaxed bond dissociation energy (BDE) for cross-fragment atomic pairs for the C 2 X 6 species, based on the SM scheme (see Table 3 ) augmented by dividing the missing BDE according to the relative dispersion interaction strengths of the DFT-D scheme. . In the eclipsed conformation, the C-C bond length, at the MP2 level, elongates from 1.572 Å to 1.660 Å, again in stark contrast to ethane, where the bond length change upon rotation is very small. 59 We begin by employing the BB scheme, 42 looking at the changes in Pauli repulsion energy and total steric interaction, when going from the ground state (GS) structure, via a structure obtained by a rotation of 601 (rot), to the fully relaxed transition state (TS):
We see that upon rotation of the CCl 3 groups into the facing, eclipsed position, the steric repulsion does increase significantly. Upon rotation, the ClÁ Á ÁCl distance is decreased from 3.234 Å to 2.774 Å, which, according to this analysis, is much too close. When the eclipsed conformation is allowed to relax to the true transition state, the repulsion decreases significantly. This is an expected result of the stretching of the central C-C bond followed by a ClÁ Á ÁCl distance increase to 2.956 Å. Indeed, if the CCl 3 groups are rotated back into a staggered conformation from the TS structure, the Pauli and steric repulsions further decrease by 46.9 and 42.7 kJ mol À1 , respectively.
Next, we compare the results of the NCI analysis on the three conformations of reaction (2). Fig. 3 shows the regions for the two eclipsed structures considered, and Fig. 4 the corresponding NCI graphs, as well as the graph for the staggered conformation.
We see that the interaction between chlorines in the eclipsed conformations become stronger compared to those in the staggered ground state; both the attractive and repulsive interactions, as defined by the sign of l 2 , increase. The NCI interaction regions in Fig. 3 are divided into two adjacent regions, the region closer to the C-C bond being repulsive, and then abruptly turning attractive further away. Fig. 4 shows this as well, with the competing types of interactions being strongest for the eclipsed conformation obtained by simple rotation by 601, gradually decreasing when the eclipsed structure is relaxed to the transition state, ending up in the van der Waals region for the staggered conformation. From Fig. 3 and 4 alone, it is again not possible to directly assess the relative strengths of these interactions. The smooth change in the interaction strength does raise the interesting question of whether the NCI analysis identifies both attractive and repulsive components in the dispersion, van der Waals region close to zero electron density, a topic for future study. Table 5 shows the intramolecular cross-fragment bond strengths based on the scaled SM scheme augmented by distributing the missing PBE interaction energy to the different pairs according to their relative dispersion strength in the DFT-D scheme. The PBE error is similar in all conformations.
Upon rotation to the eclipsed conformation, the C-C bond is weakened substantially, recovering when the molecule is allowed to relax to the transition state. The ClÁ Á ÁCl attraction in the eclipsed conformations are actually stronger than in the ground state staggered conformation by 7 kJ mol À1 , in line with the NCI results, and as might perhaps be expected by the shorter ClÁ Á ÁCl distance. Now, however, there are only three interacting regions, instead of six.
Thus, a weaker C-C bond and half the number of (shortdistance) halogenÁ Á Áhalogen interactions make hexachloroethane prefer the staggered conformation. As a side note, bond-critical points actually appear between the chlorines in the transition state, along with ring-critical points within the Table 5 Energy component analysis of the total unrelaxed bond dissociation energy (BDE) for cross-fragment atomic pairs in C 2 Cl 6 for three conformations: ground state (GS); rotated by 601 to eclipsed (rot); eclipsed transition state (TS). Energies in kJ mol À1 C 2 Cl 6 (GS) C 2 Cl 6 (rot) C 2 Cl 6 (TS)
three Cl-C-C-Cl trapezia, features that are missing in the electron density of the ground state.
Comparison to other halogen bonds
Here, we compare the halogenÁ Á Áhalogen interaction in the CX 3 -CX 3 species of this study with established bonding situations involving halogens. Halogen bonds have, as mentioned, established themselves as an important and distinctive class of their own. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] The character of previously discussed bonds involving halogens is elegantly explained by the s-hole concept advanced by Politzer, Murray, and co-workers. [60] [61] [62] [63] The covalent bond between the halogen, involving its partially filled p-type orbital, and another atom gives rise to a positive (or less negative) electrostatic region on the opposite side of the halogen atom, along the R-X bond axis. At the same time a band of negative (or less positive) charge is built up around the positive region. This non-uniformity of the electrostatic potential around the halogen can then lead to non-covalent electrostatic interactions with other molecules, that is, normal halogen bonds. Due to the electrostatic nature of the interaction, these halogen bonds are highly directional, normally forming near linear non-covalent interactions when the site interacting with the halogen is negative, and lateral bonds when the opposite site is positive; 63 recently, Hill and Hu have, however, suggested the directionality to be less rigid than perhaps previously supposed. 64 The close connection between halogen bonds and garden-variety hydrogen bonds has also been discussed. 63, [65] [66] [67] [68] Fig . 5 shows the electrostatic potential (ESP) for the three perhalogenated ethanes of this study, computed at the revTPSS0-D level. In all of the species, the s-hole is all but absent on fluorine, but clearly visible around the chlorines. The more strongly positive regions point, as expected, along the C-X axis away from the interacting region between the halogens. For C 2 F 6 and C 2 Cl 6 symmetry naturally dictates that the electrostatic potential on the facing sides of the halogens has to be equal. The figure shows the facing regions to be close to neutral, thus minimising electrostatic repulsion. It is also evident that in the case of the halogenÁ Á Áhalogen interaction of the CX 3 -CX 3 species, the s-hole is not utilised, nor responsible for the attraction.
Another difference to known, hydrogen-bond analogues of halogen bonds 69 is the absence of bond critical points 70 between the halogens in the present species. The interaction is geometrically quite different as well, with the atomic arrangements by necessity being far from forming optimal angles for conventional hydrogen-halogen-bonds. Finally, we take a look at the NCI properties of standard, intermolecular halogen bonds via two specific examples: the H 3 NÁ Á ÁClF and H 3 CClÁ Á ÁClCF 3 complexes. Fig. 6 shows the NCI regions and Fig. 7 the NCI plots of the two. The NÁ Á ÁCl interaction in H 3 NÁ Á ÁClF is quite different in character from the halogenated ethanes of this study, with the interacting NCI regions being much more intense. The ClÁ Á ÁCl dihalogen bond in H 3 CClÁ Á ÁClCF 3 , on the other hand, appears to be quite similar to the intramolecular halogen bonds studied above. The interaction region between the chlorines shows the same features, barring a small additional interaction between one of the hydrogens of H 3 CCl and the chlorine of ClCF 3 . The typical peaks towards a zero reduced gradient close to zero electron density, see Fig. 7 , are there as well. For a more thorough NCI analysis of intermolecular halogen bonds, the reader is directed towards two recent studies. 71, 72 
Summary and conclusions
All the computational and theoretical results presented here strongly suggest that the halogenÁ Á Áhalogen interaction in the perhalogenated ethanes is real, and furthermore, attractive, provided that at least one of the halogens involved is a chlorine.
Is the interaction a proper bond? The interaction strength, apparently as strong as a hydrogen bond, certainly suggests that, although we emphasise that estimating intramolecular bond strengths is all but trivial. As discussed, there is no bond critical point 70 between the halogens in the present species, however. During preparation and revision of this paper, it has also become clear that the question is rather controversial, and the case is far from closed. The NCI analysis points towards a dispersion, van der Waals type interaction. To recover all of the interaction, a rigorous treatment of electron correlation is necessary, suggesting a highly complex type of interaction. It is noteworthy that of the wave-function methods used here, only CCSD(T) treats the longrange interactions beyond a pairwise additive manner, 32, 73 and is the only wave-function method to describe the homolytic bond dissociation correctly. Dissecting exactly what kinds of interactions are included in a given density functional is difficult. A possible many-body dispersion interaction being at the heart of the halogenÁ Á Áhalogen bonds would, however, fit the observation that standard functionals perform exceptionally poorly for the BDE; recently, the DFT description of three-body dispersion was found to be overly repulsive. 74 Further, RPA also captures the non-pairwise additive nature of dispersion, 32 and performs well.
In conclusion, we have explored an overlooked, reasonably strong intramolecular bonding interaction between halogen atoms. The character is rather different from other halogen bonds that arise due to the phenomenon of the s-hole. The interaction requires that at least one of the halogens is a chlorine, or perhaps a heavier analogue.
In the species studies here, the interaction is partially masked by the fact that the C-C bond is simultaneously weakened upon halogenation, leading to an overall decrease of the total X 3 C-CX 3 dissociation energy. Future studies will reveal if this attractive interaction can be found in structurally different arrangements and molecules as well. A similar, if not the same interaction might indeed already have been observed by Schmidbaur et al., who found curiously short intramolecular Br-I contacts in the X-ray structures of halogenated benzenes. 75 From a practical point of view, we have shown that the LC-revTPSS-D and RPA methods perform quite well, outperformed only by the CCSD(T) level of theory. Thus, promising candidates for studying large halogenated hydrocarbons, a field where density functional theory traditionally has been unsuccessful 23, 24 and sufficiently accurate methods computationally much too expensive, have been identified. On a more general note, it is pleasing to find that the chemistry of seemingly perhaps unremarkable and mundane species still hold surprises in store; we can only echo Coulson in his desire ''that the simplest molecules should be carefully investigated''. 
Methods
Reference energies were computed at the ab initio level, by extrapolating the coupled cluster (CC) series, from uncorrelated Hartree-Fock (HF) 76, 77 to single and double excitations (CCSD) 78 and perturbative triples corrections (CCSD(T)), 79 towards the full configuration-interaction (FCI) limit using Goodson's continued fraction method (CC-cf 82, 83 and random phase approximation (RPA) calculations were extrapolated towards the complete basis set limit (CBS) with the two-point formula by Halkier et al., 84 based on calculations using the correlation-consistent polarised basis sets of triple and quadruple-zeta quality, augmented by diffuse functions, aug-cc-pV[T,Q]Z. 85, 86 The Hartree-Fock, non-correlated energy was evaluated with the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set. The energies for the density functional theory (DFT) methods were computed using the polarised quadruple-zeta quality basis set augmented by diffuse functions, def2-QZVPPD. 87, 88 Basis set superposition error was estimated using the counterpoise correction scheme. 89 For all correlated WF methods, this was computed at MP2/aug-cc-pV[T,Z] level. For the DFT methods, the BSSE was estimated using the def2-QZVPPD basis set, and for RPA with the extrapolated aug-cc-pV[T,Z] results. In all cases, the correction for the unrelaxed interaction energies was also used for the relaxed fragments. For the previously unused revTPSS0 and the long-range corrected 31 LC-revTPSS functionals, the default scaling factor of 1 was used when combined with Grimme's DFT-D correction. 30 For the LC-revTPSS functional, the long-range attenuation parameter m was set to 0.47. 90 The post-Kohn-Sham RPA calculations were performed using TPSS 91 orbitals.
The electronic energies were computed on experimental structures, [43] [44] [45] [46] [92] [93] [94] except for CF 3 CCl 3 or if otherwise noted, when MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ structures were used. Thermal corrections to room temperature enthalpy, DH(298 K), were computed within the harmonic approximation using MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ frequencies (and geometries), employing a scaling factor of 0.953 to account for anharmonicity. 95 Non-covalent interaction (NCI) and delocalisation indices (DI) were computed at the LC-revTPSS/def2-SVPD level. The DIs were computed with the scheme of Matito et al., 50 based on the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM). 70 The Salvador-Mayer energy component analysis 51, 52 was performed at the PBE/def2-TZVPPD level, scaled so that the total diatomic contributions across fragments add up to the total BDE, computed at the PBE/def2-QZVPPD level; the atomic radii were defined as follows: r(C) = d(C-C)/2; r(X) = d(C-X)-r(C). The Bickelhaupt-Baerends (BB) energy decomposition analyses 42 were performed at the revTPSS0-D/QZ4P 96 level.
The electronic structure calculations were performed using the MOLPRO 2010.1, 97 
